
My art practice interests are mainly focused on the relationship between environment 

and human instinct, dream, self-cognition and how to find the balance between nature 

and human.With an interior design background, I prefer creating a narrative 

experience for people to provide feeling and emotion in a specific moment rather than 

a specific issue or topic. The form of my practices are various, I like using painting 

tools, like crayon to keep my improvised ideas recorded. And also, sometimes I use 

software to develop an installation work or space project. Try different media is also my 

favorite. I am trying to use video, text and sound to build my work. Dreams have also 

inspired me a lot. The best time for the born of my inspiration is always before sleep. 

Something will automatically jump into my mind immediately after i close my eyes.  

I am seeking to use other different media, like sound and video, to express my 

thoughts about self- cognition, imagination and the relationship between daily life, time 

and space. In the Future I would like to explore performance art to connect different 

contemporary disciplines and methods..  

Yiran Wan



https://youtu.be/__QCbs8i5yg
Link :

Between the Light 

My responding toward coronavirus 
Curation by Yiran Wan

Videos/Filmshttps://www.youtube.com/channel/UCN2h9zepaPz6zhfhn5IzhRQ
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I feel the time, feel the time is far away

In the same dimension, I live at different times

I watched them go away from me

Life is really an illusion of abundance


The hot and cold water labels must be present

When I am immersed in the senses, I forget 
whether to go left or right

When we are discussing, we think that we are 
the subject of the world

A group of trees suddenly grew wanton

They repeated one sentence: "I am here I am 
here I am here"

The scene is abstract and terrifying


Maybe the way I fit into this world is fantasy

Since It is fantasy

element of illusion is included


I think that objectiveness cannot bring an 
answer.

Because

Objective discussion, objective beauty, 
objective wilting, objective reservation, there 
will never be any answer 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCN2h9zepaPz6zhfhn5IzhRQ

https://youtu.be/q2pScM0JOW0 https://youtu.be/q2pScM0JOW0



The initial idea came from the impact of the new coronavirus on people's lives. 

Everyone is locked at home, unable to communicate with the outside world as usual.

The initial plan was to make an outdoor project. The location can be in the city center or 

on the sea, so that the audience can interact with it, no matter it is physical or sensory.

Sculptures

But what would happen if I put this room into my 
own room (its original prototype) as an object? 
So I reduced it by a ratio of 1 to 50 and placed it 
in the middle of my room.

Scale of the model :1:50Floor plan: the model in the room

Between the light , 2020
Development

The dimension of 1:50 is the best for my room, since 
it perfectly become a size of  a daily object to be put 

in the middle of the room for me to observe.



Sculptures
Between the light 
Model of the space: my room 


Material: 3mm model light, transparent 

acrylic, acrylic yarn


Dimension: 134mm*97mm*48mm*2mm


Technic:Laser cut


scale 1:50 to my room in Edinburgh

Isolate myself in a foreign country. 

Feel that time and space are 

compressed. I have completely 

become an animal between light and 

sunlight. I managed to escape, but I 

could not reach either. Began to 

accept loneliness.


Everything that happens in the room 

seems to be no longer daily, but an 

emotion.




Sculptures
Nature Dessert

Using the most common natural 

materials to represent different natural 

landscapes. Consider whether humans’ 

attitudes towards nature should change 

under different conditions. Should we 

respect and protect, or should we live in 

harmony with it, or just use it at will.

Taste is a collection of all ingredients.

Are the memories and emotions they 

carried the same as their endings? 

Not everything in nature is 

edible.Artificial images may just be 

illusions.


Nature dessert: Portobello beach 

Ingredients: vinegar, glycerine, starch, sea 

water, sand, shell powder

Nature dessert: Arthur seat 

Ingredients: vinegar, glycerine, starch, 

water, soil, fallen leaves, and fallen 

branches 

Nature dessert: Holyrood park 

Ingredients: vinegar, glycerine, starch, 

Pond water, Hay, and dried leaves 
3months later



installations
Nobody knows the sadness

Inspired by the hair that fell in the bath. I wonder if 

the hair of trees is leaves and branches, and 

whether they feel the same sadness when they 

fall. I have never pulled off my hair, but trees are 

always forcibly chopped off by humans. Is this 

also in line with natural changes? This made me 

think about the active and passive relationship 

between man and nature, and although human 

beings do not want to admit that they are animals, 

human beings still live according to the laws of 

nature.


Both human beings and nature are suffering from 

unnatural damage (stress, technology, social 

change) caused by human society.

Hair loss

Materials: acrylic yarn, glass door, 
bathroom

hand knitted



The reverse universe 

12inch*12inch


Gouache on Canvas/finger paint


Self portrait  

10inch*10inch


Gouache on canvas/finger paint


The moment you send me flowers 

A3


Gouache on Canvas/finger paint


Under the same moon 

A2


Gouache on paper/finger paint


Paintings



Paintings
When the end came, the sea slapped on the desert. I 
just stood quietly by the sea. Suddenly a huge fireball 

rushed towards me in the sky. I ran desperately, 
desperately running, I could see the shelter, but I 

couldn't reach it. 


Dream 1: the end of the world 
8inch*8inch


Acrylic on canvas/brush paint


7KH�VXEFRQVFLRXV�ZLOO�UHƊHFW�RXU�UHDO�OLIH�RU�WKH\�DUH�

MXVW�DOHUWV�WR�RXUVHOYHV"

I jumped into the sea several times, from the dusk to the 
night.


Temporarily called by the director to be a stand-in actor, I just 
jumped into the sea with different poses and angles again and 
again.but they still unsatisfied.Maybe it’s just a performance.


The air is freezing, but the seawater is so warm.

The Only thing i know is that my dream of jumping into the 

sea now comes true.

Dream 2: the performance of jumping into the sea  
A4 


Gouache on paper/brush paint


Dream 3: moon river  
40*50cm


Acrylic and Wax crayon on canvas/
brush and finger paint


I walked alone on the street, there was no light and no 
one in this city.The buildings are super high ,standing 
without any color.The fire hydrant in the middle was 

broken.The water burst out of the fire hydrant, and the 
water became rivers, flow freely along the street.


I can only see the moonlight shining on the water.I 
didn’t feel scared or lost.I was peaceful.Walking follow 

the trail of moon light.


